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Benjamin Dean Meritt, one of the most distinguished American classicists of this century, died at his Austin home on July 7, 1989, at the
age of 90.

Upon moving to Austin in 1972, he taught at The University of

Texas at Austin as a Visiting Professor of Classics and since then held
the title of Visiting Scholar while continuing his association with the
Department of Classics and offering several inforcal courses for graduate
students.
His lifelong work was Athenian epigraphy, the reconstruction and
interpretation of the legislative, financial, and other documents that
the ancient Athenians recorded in inscriptions on marble and that survive
today in thousands of broken fragments.

So notable was Meritt's early

work in this field that in 1935 he was the first hucanist-historian to be
appointed to the faculty of the newly established Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton, New Jersey.

This remained his academic home till

retirement and became, in large measure through his influence, a major
international center for the study of classical antiquity.

Another

opportunity in the 1930s arose from the start of the American Excavations
in the Athenian Agora:

Athenian inscriptions were turning up in these

excavations in unprecedented numbers, and Meritt assumed charge of their
study, publishing new texts in a long string of usually annual and often
book-length articles that stretched down into the late 1960s.

Since

these reports cover the full spectrum of Athenian history and epigraphy
from the 6th century B.C. to the 3rd century of our era, there is probably no better proof of the range of his erudition.
His name, however, will always be most closely linked with those few
special areas of investigation to which he returned time and time again
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and which are the subjects of most of his fourteen books: the organization of the Athenian calendar, the reconstruction of the list of Athenian
archons in the Hellenistic period, and, above all, the inscribed financial accounts and lists of tribute assessments from the time of the
Athenian empire in the 5th century B.C.

The four volumes of The Athenian

Tribute Lists published with the collaboration of H. T. Wade-Gery and
M. F. McGregor between 1939 and 1953 stand as his greatest achievement,
his monument.

All students of the Athenian empire depend on them.

On his 75th birthday in Austin, close colleagues and former students
presented him with a festschrift entitled PHOROS ("Tribute").

It is pre-

faced by a short, affectionate account of the man and his work and by his
huge bibliography, which, in annual clusters of publications from 1923 to
1974, runs to seven pages and includes 200 articles, reviews, and
monographs.

To these must be added the articles that he continued to

produce after 1974.

Other lists give some incication of the recognition

that this work has received.

In addition to his undergraduate and gra-

duate degrees (Hamilton College, Princeton University), he was awarded
honorary degrees by four American universities and by the
Oxford, Glasgow, and Athens.

niversities of

He lectured as Eastman Professor at Oxford

and held the tbree major lectureships in Classical Studies in America, as
Martin Lecturer at Oberlin, Sather Professor at Berkeley, and Semple
Lecturer at Cincinnati.

Before his affiliation with The University of

Texas at Austin, he had held regular teaching appointments at five other
American universities.
pon retirement to emeritus status at the Institute of Advanced
Study, Ben moved to Austin with his second wife, the archaeologist and
architectural historian, Lucy Shoe Meritt, to take up residence in the
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old lonic-revival Berblin-Shoe house off West Avenue.

There he wrote,

met with graduate students, entertained, and enjoyed the freedom of formal retirement.

Deeply touched by the hospitality extended to him by The

University of Texas at Austin, he eagerly welcomed every invitation to
address a class or teach a seminar or conference course.

Those fortunate

enough to have him teach their graduate classes have vivid memories of
the unassuming yet authoritative manner with which he would demonstrate
the tools of the epigraphist's trade -- squeezes, brushes, and the rest
-- and the way in which he would introduce students, as equal participants, to current research, new inscriptions, and very often, scholarly controversy: Ben was nothing if not an academic in-fighter for what
he believed in, so that not a few scholars-in-the-making were encouraged
by the sense that academic truth, and their specialty, were things well
worth fighting for -- to their great benefit.
Drawing on a lifetime of experiences and his prodigious memory, he
rarely addressed a historical topic that did not have strong personal
associations.

He himself had written on so many of these problems, and

he liked to reminisce about his encounters with legendary figures of
scholarship who had also been involved and about the pioneering conditions of archaeology in Greece back in the 1920s and '30s.

Through him

many colleagues and friends in Austin were put in touch with an earlier,
grander era of scholarship, which was represented too in his modest,
gentlemanly manner.

For despite all his accomplishments and learning,

what is easily most memorable about him was what Thucydides termed the
most noble of human characteristics, his simplicity.

Faculty, students

and friends of the U. T. Austin Department of Classics are fortunate to
have had the opportunity to know this fine man, and to have learned from
him.

,
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William H. Cunningham, President
The University of Texas at Austin

B. Paul Kelley, Secretary
The General Faculty

This Memorial Resolution was prepared by a Special Committee consisting of
Professors John B. Kroll (Chairman), Peter M. Green, and Cynthia W.
Shelmerdine.
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THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS & POLITICAL SCIENCE
IUNIVERSITY OF "LOSOONJ
Td~phone:

01.405 1656

HOUGHTON STREET

Tel~;<ta:'::ls:

Poleconks. London \vee:

LONDO~.

PDCD/Jl'~ /123/129

WC2A 2AE

9 July 1976.

Dear Miss Marquand,

Many thanks for your letter of 3 July addressed
to the School. We did indeed publish a collection
of David ~litrany's writings on 23 October 1975. It
was called The Functional Theory of Politics and is
available in the US from the St. gartin's Press.
Sadly Professor ;·titrany died just before the book
was published. I do not have the file with me but I
thiIL!.c it was in late July or early August.
Hrii. Hitrany
has long been ill with heart trouble and some kind of
nervous complaint so that I am not surprised that you
have had little satisfaction from letters written to
her. Professor Vutrany's death was reported in all
tt he .usuatl Platcebs : hone of theltrobulbles Ithavhe hadI is
rY1ng 0 es a l 1S 1n any re 1a e way 0 w om
ought to write about his last book. Hrs·. Hitrany has
proved to be quite useless as a source of information
and Professor Vatrany's death coming just when it did,
before we had even drafted review lists and lists of
people to whom presentation copies might have been sent,
left me with very little to go on.

I

I

(

I am sending you under separate cover by sea mail
a copy of "A ~:emoir: The Ha.ting of the Functional Theory"
which forms the first chapter of the new book and which
Professor 'litrany had printed separately with the idea
that he would present ~~ to old friends and colleagues
interested in his work. If you know of anybody else to
·whom I could send a copy who comes into this category
of old friend and colleague, I would be delighted to
do so. I still have a few copies left.
Yours sincerely,

P.D.C. Davis
Publications Officer

Hiss Sarnia Harquend,
220 ~adison Avenue, }1 8-H,
Ne\oJ York,
N.Y. 10016,

U.S.A.

I'
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September 11, 1975

Braby and Waller
2/3, Hind Court
Fleet Street
London EChA 3DS

Your Ref.

JKW!NM

Gentlemen:
All of Dr. Mitrany's friends in Princeton are very
saddened to learn of his death on July 25. This is
the first word th.t we have received of it.
I regret that I am unable to be of help in your inquiry.
As you know, Dr. Mitrany maintained an account at the
Princeton Bank and Trust Company. I know of no contracts with publishers in this country and have searched
in old files of the School to see i f there was reference
to any. I found one letter that mentioned a "problem"
with the University of North carolina Press, but that
wes over twenty years ago.
Yours faithfully,

Administrative Officer
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&

BRABY

WALLER

SOLICITORS &- COMMISSIONERS
oJ M CROSSM .... N

.... F. WAL.L-ER

G V.MASON

MARY oJ. SCUDAMORE

P . .,J.BROOI<ER

F H.ROBERTSON

MARY GREENHALGH

2'3, HIND COURT,

FOR OATHS
TC,-CPI-iONE

FLEET STREET,

01-583

LONDON, EC4A 3DS.

..J W HOWELL

"AFTERWARDS
LONDON - EC4'

• C"'RPENTER
C.BRASY

aSlI

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS

OUR REF.

YOUR REF.

12 August 1975

JXW/NM

The Secretary

Institute of Advanced Studies
School of Historical Studies
Princeton, New Jersey
08540

USA

Dear Sir
PROFESSOR DAVID MITRANY, DECEASED

We act for the Executors of the Will of the above named
deceased late of Lower Farm, Kingston Blount, Oxford
England, who died on 25th July, 191~'
We understand that Professor Mi trany was for many years
connected with your Institute.

We are trying to gather

together information about his American Estate and have
traced his Bank Accounts.

We wonder however whether

you can give us any details about the Professor's
American affairs including details of any publishers
wi th whom he may have had

"

R~c.,.S

.

We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours faithfully
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August 18, 1975

PROFESSOR DAVID MI'l'RANY, DECEASED
JKW!NH

Braby & Waller
2/3, Hind Court, Fleet Street
London EC4A 3DS
ENGLAND

Dear Sir:
Please be advised that Miss Elizabeth Horton, School
Administrative Officer, is presently on vacation and will
return to the office September 2, at which time I shall be
glad to bring your letter to her attention.
Sincerely yours,

Sandra S. Lafferty
(Mrs. David G.)
Secretary
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DRAFT

/17j

My dear Mr. Mitrany:
MY answer (2 Aug.) to your inquiry of 15 July was certainly brief; it may
well have been short.
rude

By your reply (23 Sept.)

I see it gave offence.

which was lengthy enough to be

I intended none and apologize therefor.

I thought

only to give the frank response you wanted.

Let me now enlarge on my earlier note sufficiently to explain the nasons
for my negative answer.

I took your inquiry at face value as a request for assist-

ance in finding an American publisher.

The Institute does not now and has not at

any recent time published directly or arranged for the publication of the work
of its members, present or former.

That responsibility rests with them.

Perhaps I should have read your letter as a request for financial assistance
towards the LSE publication.
the same reply.

Had I done so, I would have been cempelled to make

The" small resources we have for that purpose

the urgent needs of the current faculty.

do not suffice for

I could hardly have put a request from

a long-separated member ahead of those needs or expected that the faculty members
involved would have made that choice had it been put to them.

In any case, no substantive judgment of the merits of the work or its author
is in question.

Both as an academic administrator and a scholar with substantial

knowledge and experience in the field, I am well aware of how such judgRments
are made when they are appropriate.
Very truly yours,
CK

-----~
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Kinp"ston Blount
Oxford

23 Sept. 74

Dear Dr. Kaysen,
Your note of August 2 appears to have been
thrown off, for whatever reason, with the eyes of temper,
without relevance to a clear and courteous inquiry.
When an institu~ion with the unique standing
in the social sciences of ths London School of Economics
takes the initiative to honour the work of a former member
of the Institute, was it an intrusion to in~uire whether
the Institute itself might wish to share in that act?
Would it in any way discredit the Institute if it choss
to do so? But whether it did so or not, it certainly
is within the proper way of any administrator to have
such a matter considered on behalf of the institution,
perhaps in consultation with competent members of the
faculty.
You might in any case have remembered that
u
were writing to an old man, to one who had been. among the
few chosen to start the Institute; and one not without
honour among studsnts and scholars in America as much as in
England and on the Continent, even in the more restrictive
countries of eastern Euroqe. And on a more personal side,
onS who during long years of distant separation through
war and a heavy personal problem has to this day retained
the close friendship of the most distinguished families
at the Institute and in town; and no less the kindliest
friendship of all among the working staff who had known
him at the Institute.
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Such personal regard may mean little to you, or
you may know nothing of them; but you need not know.
It does not relieve the officer of a scholarly
institution from seeing that whate~er comes into
his hands is at least considered - not just thrown
back with such brusque discourtesyy
American freinds, from outside the Institute,
last year sent me press reports of the unfortunate
incidents which divided the Institute. One had no
way to judge, and no wish to judge. It is little
satisfaction to be given in a personal experience,
wholly without cause or reason, and with no persomal
involvement, a glimpse of how what was meant to be
a 'society of scholars' could come to such a pass.
Sincerely

~b;~

David Mitrany

Dr. Carl Kaysen
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August 2, 1974

Hr. David ~l1trany
llngston Blount
Oxford, England

Dear Mr. Mitrany:
Thank you for your note of 15 July. I ha
been absent frCllll
Princeton for a
U_
d haw only just returned.

It ia agre ble to hear of the LSE'a decision to aponsor a
volume collecting a
of your
rka on functionaliam aa an ppro ch
to internaUo 1 relationa. However, I do not thiDl< I can aee
y
way that the Inatitute can be uaeful in helping you find
rican
publiaher. I think your Engliah publbher b a r e likely channel
for the proviaion of auch aaaiatance.
With aU

abea for the auccesa of thia venture.
Sincerely youra,

Carl Iayaen
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July 26, 1974

Mr. David Mitra..,.
Xi ston Blount
Oxford
bgland
Dear Mr. Mitrany:
Thank you for your letter of 15 July to
Dr. Kayaen. lie is away on vacation at the
present time, but will allllWer your letter
upon his return.
Sincerely youra,

LyDDfl N. Lambert
Secretary to Dr.kKayaeQ
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Kin ston Blount
Oxford

15 fuly L974

Dear Director,
I am writing to inquire wRther, throu~h you, the
Institute might take an interest in a matter of interest to me; I am
writing personally as I do not know what are the arrangements or
possibilities, and I do not want to ca~~ you any inconvenience.
If there are any diffic Ities in taking~p, I would appreciate it
if you would be kind enough to tell me so frankly.
The L.S.E. have decided to sponsor a volume with some of my writings
(having two years ago made me an honorary fellow), which is all the
more generous as I havM never been on the staff of the School, onl
a student, in its early years. This fol ows upon other signs of
interest in my work -- in the fall of 1969 the Carnegie Endowment
spon 0 ed a small (at ~y request) international academic conference
on 'functionalism', at Bellagio: the two rarport,'urs at .bat conference,
Paul Taylor of L.S.E. and John Groom of University College, London,
have hr,ug-ht tOll"'"ether a volume of some twenty essays by various
contributors which is due tl is fall from tl e University of London
Press (it should have appeared over a year ago but printing firms»
have been plagued by strikes); tl ere have been quite a nu ber of
articles in learoed journals (not without criticism), snd doctoral
theses in l1lnada and loland; and now the Schnol Las taken the initiative
for thi special volume.
This one is to be a persoo> 1 book.
It wi 11 begin with a longish
autobiographical rarer --strictly 'functional', relnting only activities and experiences which contributed to m work, nothing about
private affairs or adventures --, and it will end with a full
bibliography; and in between a s all selection of rapees and
extracts.
e agreed not to include apers easily acces ible or
recently published, or anything included in the Quadranglp Press
volume, 1967.
I am enclosing an Olltline of the proposed contents:
also a few references put together by their officer for the School's
publications co' ittee. (I mil'ht add that 'errifield an·j Sninelli
also referred speci fically to my work, an'l that the selection might
hnve included something from Prof. Gerda Zellentin, Cologne, now
perlaps tl e main expert on European East-West non-poLitical relations,
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who very kindly dedicated to me, when I had not even met her,
her book "Intersystemare Beziehungen in Europa", 1970.

The.L.S.E. volume is to be published by an independent new
firm,
'artin Robertson, set up some two years ago to publ i sh
exclusively in the social sciences, and to publish without the
strange delo.ys now habitual with the old big firms.
Where any
interest by the Institute could be of help would be with arrangements in America and with the nature of the production.
I must
tell you t~at when the idea was first mooted, a little over a year
ago, one of the managers of the Princeton Press happened to visit
London and the School, and he expressed great interest in joining
in the venture (I myself had nothing to do with any of this, I
was only told about it); but after keeping the School waiting
quite a time someone else wrote from Princeton this spring to
say that their advisers did not think there would he sufficient
demand for a book on the subject.
(This has rather puzzled the
London academics as eighteen months of efforts direct and through
bookseLlers have failed to produce a single copy of the Quadrangle
book published in 1967, in both hardback and paperback elitions;
and that had been also the experience of the University of Southern
California group who run graduate courses for U.S. air and naval
personnel in England and in Germany.) L.S.E. have t6he~fore
decided hot to wait any longer but to go ahead on their own, and
I am now working to get the final text ready; but the questinns
of U.S. and of producyion are still open.
As I said, I am writing this in a personal wa~ as I have no
ideo. w"at are the arra gements in such matters at the Institutre
-- I have never as!<ed or received any help for my publications
I lave longed to come over for a spell of quiet work as life
here is pretty difficult, but I have a peIrsonal problem which
has not allowed me to g-et away.
Wi th my thanks and good wishes, s incerelx..-,
A·I.1...~

----r-

David "i trany
Dr. Carl Kaysen.
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'!he Place of Functionalism in International 'lheories.
(Paul Taylor)
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THE FUNCTIONAL ROAD TO INTERNATIONAL SOCIEl'Y
1.

The world ie in a "transitional crieie" between one great
historical period and another. "The functional justification of the territorial state is overcome by developments
in its economic and military spheres, the two areas in
which it had operated most self-sufficiently in earlier
periods ••••• This development, however, is not paralleled
by supranational assumptions of power and authority."
(Richard Falk, "Historical Tendencies
and the International Legal Order",
Howard Law Journal, Spring 1962)
"In the present disturbed conditions of "general theory" in
international affairs it is encouraging to note the beginnings of new approaches to the international society. The
generic term of Functional Development is sometimes used to
describe these efforts without, perhaps, doing them justice.
For they are novel in the sense of attempting to articulate
alternatives to the classical concept of Power and its
corOllary: peace by force, if necessary••••
"The question rather is, from what sources shall authority
be permittsd to arise; what shall be its permissible methods
of use; and what ends shall it be permitted to serve?
"In short, since coercive power is self-defeating, the pressing
problem of this stage of history is to find a general theory
of non-coercive authority. Moreover, it must be a theory which
is politically viable and practical; and most of all, one
which is capable of being understood and participated in by the
broad range of human beings i t serves.
"These are stiff requirements. But, fortunately, the Functionalist
hypothesis appears to fulfill them - in so far as it has been
artic~lated and developed over the past 150 years of experience
in the sub-field of political science called International
Organisation."
(Prof. Charles Merrifield, "Beyond Power",
International Associations, 1966 No. 12)
"The quiet achievements of these organisations encouraged a
number of writers during and after the First World War, such
as Leonard Woolf, H.G. Wells and, a little later, but most
influential, David Mitrany, to move towards a philosophy of
international functionalism."
(Prof. RicharC, Symonds (ed.) "International
Targets for Developmsnt", 1970)
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"When it was becoming evident that the League of Nations was
failing, there appeared in 1933, in London, David Mitrany's
book_, 'International Government', that theoretical-programmatic
work which developed in masterly fashion the functionalist
argument for a peaceful world society. Writers like
Pittmann Potter, G.D.H. Cole and many others less well known,
had written On particular issues and empirical aspects of
international co-operation, but David Mitrany has remained
without question the most important theoretical writer on the
functionalist conception of peace. The collection of ~litrany's
chief ess~s, published in 1966, appeared under the same title
as that of his original main work, 'A Working Peace System', of
1943. An analysis of these writings forms the basis for the
discussion of functionalism which fOllows •••• "
(Eva Senghaas-Knobloch,
"Frieden durch Integration and Assoziation",
Stuttgart, 1972)
"While many scholars have focused On conflict, others have
turned to the study of integration at the international
level •••• Although integration theorists have developed a
variety of models and drawn upon several disciplines for
concepts and hypotheses, they owe a considerable intellectual
debt to the interwar writings of David Mitrany. More recent
writers have attempted to refine and reconceptualise hypotheses
about functionalism that he first set forth. Scholars have
sought answers to questions that he first raised •••• "
(Robert Pfalzgraff, ~
"International
Relations Theory", International
Affairs, London, January, 1974)

II.

"Functionalism cannot be classified as a theory of international
organisation only. Its theoretical principles are very broad
and deep: without doubt functionalism m~ be considered as a
general theory of social affairs, based on philosophical
principles linked with the tradition of liberal thought. That
is evident in the functional approach to human nature and to
the problems of social relations in general. It is not possible
or justified to ignore the philosophical background of functionalism. To limit the functional idea to international problems
only, is to prevent its being classified as a general theory,
and deprive it of its fundamental values.
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- 3 "However, keeping in mind the general theoretical principles,
it is possible to present them also as a theory of international
organisation. Taking the functional approach as a basis One
can work out the methodological as well as the substantial
principles for a theory of international organisation. These
principles can be found in the works of David Mitrany.
~~ctionalism gives an adequate description of the origins,
workings and structure of international organisation. It makes
it possible to appraise the place and limits of organisational
activity in the international field.
"One of the strongest aspects of functionalism is the pragmatic
character of the theory. According to this pragmatio approach
of functionalism there exists a natural linkage between theory
and practice. Themes formulated on the basis of functional
methodology are deeply rooted in the social area. They permit
functional recommendations to be applied directly to the real
social situation. On the other side, social experience provides
functionalism with the data needed for the proper development
of the theoretical background. This interpretation creates
favourable conditions which are as suited to the formulation of
theory as to its practical application•••• "
"Functionalism does not create a new basis for a set, formal
and systematic theory, but rather the general framework for
progressive and proper activity which makes it possible to
solve problems created by the contemporary development of
mankind •••• Functionalism gives one of the alternatives for
dealing with international affairs and social problems. It
does not reduce or exclude other approaches, but points out
its own way for solving the main problems of our time."
"The growing web of international activity in its different
forms (based on the multi-lateral principle) is the best
demonstration of the rightness of the functional interpretation. These changes cannot be brought about at one stroke,
but through a long process of transforming the contemporary
structure of international relations. The continued existence
of contradictions to the functional course of events does not
disprove the value of functionalism, but is a natural reflection of our contemporary situation. Functionalism takes into
account the evolutionary oharacter of change. A working peace
system has to be understood not as a static structure, but as
a dynamic state of social reality based on co-operative elements
in social relations."
(Franciszek Golembski, a young Polish
philosopher, doctoral thesis on
"Functionalism", Warsaw, 1972)
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"My survey has, I hope, shown that a marked advance in integration
has occurred in the last half-century and that despite setbacks
it continues. The advance has been carried on by a partly fortuitous combination of private and public enterprise directed to
particular tasks without over-all definition of purpose or plan
of concerted action. If there has been any underlying theory,
it is of the functionalist type propounded in the last three
decades by David Mi trany and his followers."
(Prof. Percy Corbett, "From International
to World Law", Lehigh University Research
Monographs, No.1, October 1969)
"In contrast to the federalists, the functionalists have never
organized themselves, but their ideas have spread everywhere.
When European statesmen were faced with the problem of European
unification, they espoused the functionalist approach, adopting
federalist points of view with hesitation and half-heartedly
only when forced by necessity and discarding them when the
pressure diminished."
(

t~o Spinelli, former Secretary

General of the European Federalist
Movement, in "European Integration",
ed. C. Groves Haines, 1967)
"On the traditional issues of trade, tariffs and international
currency, the dominant coalitions of the past twenty-five years
are falling apart. New issues are arising - economic exploitation of the ooeans, the control of environmental pollution,
increasing demands for nuclear energy •••• The goal should be
the emergence globally of the kind of complioated webs of speoial
interests and associations found in many of the advanced
industrial nations.... Civil wars are most rare where an
interlocking of individual interests restrains those who would
pulverize the society". A new diplomacy would "seek speoial
opportunities for practical oo-operative projects with those
with whom one has general ideological disagreements.... If we
are to envision world oommunity in these terms, the ourrent
disorder, with all its threatening aspects, might appear a time
of constructive opportunity."
(Seyom Brown, "Constructive Disorder
in World Politics", Brookings Institution
Bulletin, No.4, 1972)
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- 5 "Given the proper political environment, the old functionalist
dream of world peace might be possible in a functionalist
sector that becomes world-wide."
(Rono Kaiser, "Towards the Copernican
Phase of Regional Integration Theory",
Journal of Common Market Studies,
Oxford, March 1972)
"The conceptual framework Mitrany postulated in 1943 has
remained free from slippage through the years. In fact, his
1965 essay on European integration reflects a self-satisfaction
with the course of events that apparsntly substantiate his
premises. Consequently, his views have worn well for a
quarter of a century: it is not often that a prophet can see
his utterances come to pass •••• While the record is not yet
complete, functionalism has proved to be a useful concept in
nudging sovereign nation-states toward unity, as two case
studies by Ernst Haas show. Decision-makers have embraced
functionalism, while the more spectacular programs for peace
(e.g. Burton's Peace Theory and Etzioni's A Hard Way to Peace)
have never been accepted•••• Functionalism has proved itself a
'serviceable' bridge between theory and reality: a working
peace system is the proper emphasis to give Mr. Mitrany's
approach. "
(Gene Edward Rainey, review of
"A Working Peace System", in The Journal
of Politics, vol. 29, 1968)

